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Abstract. We present a general framework for constructing two-message
oblivious transfer protocols using a modification of Cramer and Shoup’s
notion of smooth projective hashing (2002). Our framework is actually
an abstraction of the two-message oblivious transfer protocols of Naor
and Pinkas (2001) and Aiello et. al. (2001), whose security is based on
the Decisional Diffie Hellman Assumption. In particular, this framework
gives rise to two new oblivious transfer protocols. The security of one
is based on the N ’th-Residuosity Assumption, and the security of the
other is based on both the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption and the
Extended Riemann Hypothesis.
When using smooth projective hashing in this context, we must deal
with maliciously chosen smooth projective hash families. This raises new
technical difficulties that did not arise in previous applications, and in
particular it is here that the Extended Riemann Hypothesis comes into
play.
Similar to the previous two-message protocols for oblivious transfer, our
constructions give a security guarantee which is weaker than the traditional, simulation based, definition of security. Nevertheless, the security
notion that we consider is nontrivial and seems to be meaningful for
some applications in which oblivious transfer is used in the presence of
malicious adversaries.

1

Introduction

In [CS98], Cramer and Shoup introduced the first CCA2 secure encryption
scheme, whose security is based on the Decisional Diffie Hellman (DDH) Assumption. They later presented an abstraction of this scheme based on a new
notion which they called “smooth projective hashing” [CS02]. This abstraction yielded new CCA2 secure encryption schemes whose security is based on
the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption or on the N ’th Residuosity Assumption
[Pa99].1 This notion of smooth projective hashing was then used by Genarro
?
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The N ’th Residuosity Assumption is also referred to in the literature as the Decisional Composite Residuosity Assumption and as Paillier’s Assumption.

and Lindell [GL03] in the context of key generation from humanly memorizable passwords. Analogously, their work generalizes an earlier protocol for this
problem [KOY01], whose security is also based on the DDH Assumption.
In this paper, we use smooth projective hashing to construct efficient twomessage oblivious transfer protocols. Our work follows the above pattern, in that
it generalizes earlier protocols for this problem [NP01,AIR01] whose security is
based on the DDH assumption. Interestingly, using smooth projective hashing
in this context raises a new issue. Specifically, we must deal with maliciously
chosen smooth projective hash families. This issue did not arise in the previous
two applications because these were either in the public key model or in the
common reference string model.
1.1

Oblivious Transfer

Oblivious transfer is a protocol between a sender, holding two strings γ0 and
γ1 , and a receiver holding a choice bit b. At the end of the protocol the receiver
should learn the string of his choice (i.e., γb ) but learn nothing about the other
string. The sender, on the other hand, should learn nothing about the receiver’s
choice b.
Oblivious transfer, first introduced by Rabin [Rab81], is a central primitive
in modern cryptography. It serves as the basis of a wide range of cryptographic
tasks. Most notably, any secure multi-party computation can be based on a
secure oblivious transfer protocol [Y86,GMW87,Kil88]. Oblivious transfer has
been studied in several variants, all of which have been shown to be equivalent.
The variant considered in this paper is the one by Even, Goldreich and Lempel
[EGL85] (a.k.a. 1-out-of-2 oblivious transfer), shown to be equivalent to Rabin’s
original definition by Crépeau [Cre87].
The study of oblivious transfer has been motivated by both theoretical and
practical considerations. On the theoretical side, much work has been devoted
to the understanding of the hardness assumptions required to guarantee oblivious transfer. In this context, it is important to note that known constructions for oblivious transfer are based on relatively strong computational assumptions – either specific assumptions such as factoring or Diffie Hellman
(cf. [Rab81,BM89,NP01,AIR01]) or generic assumption such as the existence
of enhanced trapdoor permutations (cf. [EGL85,Gol04,Hai04]). Unfortunately,
oblivious transfer cannot be reduced in a black box manner to presumably weaker
primitives such as one-way functions [IR89]. On the practical side, research has
been motivated by the fact oblivious transfer is considered to be the main bottleneck with respect to the amount of computation required by secure multiparty
protocols. This makes the construction of efficient protocols for oblivious transfer
a well-motivated task.
In particular, constructing round-efficient oblivious transfer protocols is an
important task. Indeed, [NP01] (in Protocol 4.1) and [AIR01] independently
constructed a two-message (1-round) oblivious transfer protocol based on the
DDH Assumption (with weaker security guarantees than the simulation based
security). Their work was the starting point of our work.

1.2

Smooth Projective Hashing

Smooth projective hashing is a beautiful notion introduced by Cramer and Shoup
[CS02]. To define this notion they rely on the existence of a set X (actually a
distribution on sets), and an underlying N P-language L ⊆ X (with an associated N P-relation R). The basic hardness assumption is that it is infeasible to
distinguish between a random element in L and a random element in X \ L. This
is called a hard subset membership problem.
A smooth projective hash family is a family of hash functions that operate on
the set X. Each function in the family has two keys associated with it: a hash
key k, and a projection key α(k). The first requirement (which is the standard
requirement of a hash family) is that given a hash key k and an element x in
the domain X, one can compute Hk (x). There are two additional requirements:
the “projection requirement” and the “smoothness requirement.”
The “projection requirement” is that given a projection key α(k) and an
element in x ∈ L, the value of Hk (x) is uniquely determined. Moreover, computing Hk (x) can be done efficiently, given the projection key α(k) and a pair
(x, w) ∈ R. The “smoothness requirement,” on the other hand, is that given a
random projection key s = α(k) and any element in x ∈ X \ L, the value Hk (x)
is statistically indistinguishable from random.
1.3

Our results

We present a methodology for constructing a two-message oblivious transfer protocol from any (modification of a) smooth projective hash family. In particular,
we show how the previously known (DDH based) protocols of [NP01,AIR01] can
be viewed as a special case of this methodology. Moreover, we show that this
methodology gives rise to two new oblivious transfer protocols; one based on the
N ’th Residuosity Assumption, and the other based on the Quadratic Residuosity
Assumption along with the Extended Riemann Hypothesis.
Our protocols, similarly to the protocols of [NP01,AIR01], are not known
to be secure according to the traditional simulation based definition. Yet, they
have the advantage of providing a certain level of security even against malicious
adversaries without having to compromise on efficiency (see Section 3 for further
discussion on the guaranteed level of security).
The basic idea. Given a smooth projective hash family for a hard subset membership problem (which generates pairs X, L according to some distribution),
consider the following two-message protocol for semi-honest oblivious transfer.
Recall that the sender’s input is a pair of strings γ0 , γ1 and the receiver’s input
is a choice bit b.
R → S: Choose a pair X, L (with an associated N P -relation RL ) according
to the specified distribution. Randomly generate a triplet (x0 , x1 , wb ) where
xb ∈R L, (xb , wb ) ∈ RL , and x1−b ∈R X \ L. Send (X, x0 , x1 ).
S → R: Choose independently two random keys k0 , k1 for H and send α(k0 )
and α(k1 ) along with y0 = γ0 ⊕ Hk0 (x0 ) and y1 = γ1 ⊕ Hk1 (x1 ).

R: Retrieve γb by computing yb ⊕ Hkb (xb ), using the witness wb and the projection key α(kb ).
The security of the receiver is implied by the hardness of the subset membership problem on X. Specifically, guessing the value of b is equivalent to distinguishing between a random element in L and a random element in X \ L.
The security of the sender is implied by the smoothness property of the hash
family H. Specifically, given a random projection key α(k) and any element in
x ∈ X \ L, the value Hk (x) is statistically indistinguishable from random. Thus,
the message y1−b gives no information about γ1−b (since x1−b ∈ X \ L). Note
that the functionality of the protocol is implied by the projection property.
Technical difficulty. Notice that when considering malicious receivers, the
security of the sender is no longer guaranteed. The reason is that there is no
guarantee that the receiver will choose x1−b ∈ X \ L. A malicious receiver might
choose x0 , x1 ∈ L and learn both values. To overcome this problem, we extend
the notion of a hard subset membership problem so that it is possible to verify
that at least one of x0 , x1 belongs to X \ L. This should work even if the set X
is maliciously chosen by the receiver.
It turns out that implementing this extended notion in the context of the
DDH assumption is straightforward [NP01,AIR01]. Loosely speaking, in this
case X is generated by choosing a random prime p, and choosing two random
elements g0 , g1 in Z∗p of some prime order q. The resulting set X is defined
by X , {(g0r0 , g1r1 ) : r0 , r1 ∈ Zq }, the corresponding language L is defined by
L , {(g0r , g1r ) : r ∈ Zq }, and the witness of each element (g0r , g1r ) ∈ L is its
discrete logarithm r. In order to enable the sender to verify that two elements
x0 , x1 are not both in L, we instruct the receiver to generate x0 , x1 by choosing
at random two distinct elements r0 , r1 ∈ Zq , setting xb = (g0r0 , g1r0 ), wb = r0 , and
x1−b = (g0r0 , g1r1 ). Notice that xb is uniformly distributed in L, x1−b is uniformly
distributed in X \ L, and the sender can easily check that it is not the case
that both x0 and x1 are in L by merely checking that they agree on their first
coordinate and differ on their second coordinate.
Implementing this verifiability property in the context of the N ’th Residuosity Assumption and the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption is not as easy. This
part contains the bulk of technical difficulties of this work. In particular, this
is where the Extended Riemann Hypothesis comes into play in the context of
Quadratic Residuosity.

2

Smooth Projective Hash Functions

Our definition of smooth projective hashing differs from its original definition in
[CS02]. The main difference (from both [CS02] and [GL03]) is in the definition
of the smoothness requirement, which we relax to Y -smoothness, and in the
definition of a subset membership problem, where we incorporate an additional
requirement called Y -verifiability.

Notation. The security parameter is denoted by n. For a distribution D, x ← D
denotes the action of choosing x according to D, and x ∈ support(D) means that
the distribution D samples the value x with positive probability. We denote by
x ∈R S the action of uniformly choosing an element from the set S. For any two
random variables X, Y , we say that X and Y are ²-close if Dist(X, Y ) ≤ ², where
Dist(X, Y ) denotes the statistical difference between X and Y .2 We say that the
ensembles {Xn }n∈N and {Yn }n∈N are statistically indistinguishable if there exists
a negligible function ²(·) such that for every n ∈ N, the random variables Xn
and Yn are ²(n)-close.3 Recall that a function ν : N → N is said to be negligible
if for every polynomial p(·) and for every large enough n, ν(n) < 1/p(n).
Hard subset membership problems. A subset membership problem M specifies a collection {In }n∈N of distributions, where for every n, In is a probability
distribution over instance descriptions. Each instance description Λ specifies two
finite non-empty sets X, W ⊆ {0, 1}poly(n) , and an NP-relation R ⊂ X ×W , such
that the corresponding language L , {x : ∃w s.t. (x, w) ∈ R} is non-empty. For
every x ∈ X and w ∈ W , if (x, w) ∈ R, we say that w is a witness for x. We use
the following notation throughout the paper: for any instance description Λ we
let X(Λ), W (Λ), R(Λ) and L(Λ) denote the sets specified by Λ.
Loosely speaking, subset membership problem M = {In }n∈N is said to be
hard if for a random instance description Λ ← In , it is hard to distinguish
random members of L(Λ) from random non-members.
Definition 1 (Hard subset membership problem). Let M = {In }n∈N be
a subset membership problem as above. We say that M is hard if the ensembles
{Λn , x0n }n∈N and {Λn , x1n }n∈N are computationally indistinguishable,where Λn ←
In , x0n ∈R L(Λn ), and x1n ∈R X(Λn ) \ L(Λn ).4
Projective hash family. We next present the notion of a projective hash
family with respect to a hard subset membership problem M = {In }n∈N . Let
H = {Hk }k∈K be a collection of hash functions. K, referred to as the key space,
consists of a set of keys such that for each instance description Λ ∈ M,5 there
is a subset of keys K(Λ) ⊆ K corresponding to Λ. For every Λ and for every
k ∈ K(Λ), Hk is a hash function from X(Λ)
to G(Λ), where G(Λ) is some
S
finite non-empty set. We denote by G = Λ∈M G(Λ). We define a projection
key function α : K → S, where S is the space of projection keys. Informally,
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Recall that Dist(X, Y ) , 12 s∈S |P r[X = s] − P r[Y = s]|, or equivalently,
Dist(X, Y ) , maxS 0 ⊂S |P r[X ∈ S 0 ] − P r[Y ∈ S 0 ]|, where S is any set that contains the support of both X and Y .
For simplicity, throughout this paper we say that two random variables Xn and
Yn are statistically indistinguishable, meaning that the corresponding distribution
ensembles {Xn }n∈N and {Yn }n∈N are statistically indistinguishable.
Note that this hardness requirement also implies that it is hard to distinguish between a random element x ∈R L(Λ) and a random element x ∈R X(Λ). We will use
this fact in the proof of Theorem 1.
We abuse notation and let Λ ∈ M denote the fact that Λ ∈ support(In ) for some n.

a family (H, K, S, α, G) is a projective hash family for M if for every instance
description Λ ∈ M and for every x ∈ L(Λ), the projection key s = α(k) uniquely
determines Hk (x). (We stress that the projection key s = α(k) is only guaranteed
to determine Hk (x) for x ∈ L(Λ), and nothing is guaranteed for x ∈ X(Λ)\L(Λ).)
Definition 2 (Projective hash family). (H, K, S, α, G) is a projective hash
family for a subset membership problem M if for every instance description
Λ ∈ M there is a well defined (not necessarily efficient) function f such that for
every x ∈ L(Λ) and every k ∈ K(Λ), f (x, α(k)) = Hk (x).
Efficient projective hash family. We say that a projective hash family is
efficient if there exist polynomial time algorithms for: (1) Sampling a key k ∈R
K(Λ) given Λ; (2) Computing a projection α(k) from Λ and k ∈ K(Λ); (3)
Computing Hk (x) from Λ, k ∈ K(Λ) and x ∈ X(Λ); and (4) Computing Hk (x)
from Λ, (x, w) ∈ R(Λ) and α(k), where k ∈ K(Λ). Notice that this gives two
ways to compute Hk (x): either by knowing the hash key k, or by knowing the
projection key α(k) and a witness w for x.
Y -smooth projective hash family. Let Y be any function from instance descriptions Λ ∈ M to subsets Y (Λ) ⊆ X(Λ) \ L(Λ). Loosely speaking, a projective
hash family for M is Y -smooth if for every instance description Λ = (X, W, R),
for every x ∈ Y (Λ), and for a random k ∈R K(Λ), the projection key α(k)
reveals (almost) nothing about Hk (x).
Definition 3 (Y -smooth projective hash family). A projective hash family
(H, K, S, α, G) for a subset membership problem M is said to be Y -smooth if for
every (even maliciously chosen) instance description Λ = (X, W, R) and every
x ∈ Y (Λ), the random variables (α(k), Hk (x)) and (α(k), g) are statistically
indistinguishable, where k ∈R K(Λ) and g ∈R G(Λ).6
A Y -smooth projective hash family thus has the property that a projection of a
(random) key enables the computation of Hk (x) for x ∈ L, but gives almost no
information about the value of Hk (x) for x ∈ Y (Λ).
Remark. This definition of Y -smooth projective hash family differs from the
original definition proposed in [CS02] in two ways. First, it requires the smoothness property to hold against maliciously chosen instance descriptions Λ, whereas
in [CS02] the smoothness is only with respect to Λ ∈ M. Second, it requires the
smoothness property to hold with respect to every x ∈ Y , whereas in [CS02] the
smoothness condition is required to hold for randomly chosen x ∈R X \ L.
The main reason for our divergence from the original definition in [CS02]
is that we need to cope with maliciously chosen Λ. We would like to set Y =
X \ L (as in [CS02]), and construct a (X \ L)-smooth projective hash family. However, we do not know how to construct such a family, for which the
6

We assume throughout this paper, without loss of generality, that a (maliciously
chosen) Λ has the same structure as an honestly chosen Λ.

smoothness condition holds for every (even maliciously chosen) Λ.7 Therefore,
we relax our smoothness requirement and require only Y -smoothness, for some
Y ⊆ X \ L. In both our constructions of Y -smooth projective hash families,
Y (Λ) ⊂ X(Λ) \ L(Λ) for maliciously chosen Λ 6∈ M, and Y (Λ) = X(Λ) \ L(Λ) for
every honestly chosen Λ ∈ M. Jumping ahead, the latter will enable the (honest)
receiver to choose xb ∈R L(Λ), x1−b ∈R X(Λ) \ L(Λ) such that x1−b is also in
Y (Λ). This will enable the (honest) sender to be convinced of its security by
checking that either x0 or x1 is in Y (Λ), and it will enable the (honest) receiver
to be convinced that a (dishonest) sender cannot guess the bit b, assuming the
underlying subset membership problem is hard. (From now on the reader should
think of Y (Λ) as equal to X(Λ) \ L(Λ) for every Λ ∈ M.)
Thus, we need a subset membership problem M such that for every honestly
chosen Λ ∈ M it is easy to sample uniformly from both L(Λ) and X(Λ) \ L(Λ).
On the other hand, for every (even maliciously chosen) (Λ, x0 , x1 ) it is easy to
verify that either x0 ∈ Y (Λ) or x1 ∈ Y (Λ). To this end we define the notion of
a “Y -verifiably samplable” subset membership problem.
Definition 4 (Y -verifiably samplable subset membership problem). A
subset membership problem M = {In }n∈N is said to be Y -verifiably samplable if
the following conditions hold.
1. Problem samplability: There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
that on input 1n , samples an instance Λ = (X, W, R) according to In .
2. Member samplability: There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm
that on input an instance description Λ = (X, W, R) ∈ M, outputs an element x ∈ L together with its witness w ∈ W , such that the distribution of x
is statistically close to uniform on L.
3. Non-member samplability: There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm A that given an instance description Λ = (X, W, R) ∈ M and an
element x0 ∈ X, outputs an element x1 = A(Λ, x0 ), such that if x0 ∈R L
then the distribution of x1 is statistically close to uniform on X \ L, and if
x0 ∈R X then the distribution of x1 is statistically close to uniform on X.
4. Y -Verifiability: There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm B, that
given any triplet (Λ, x0 , x1 ), verifies that there exists a bit b such that xb ∈
Y (Λ). This should hold even if Λ is maliciously chosen. Specifically:
– For every Λ and every x0 , x1 , if both x0 6∈ Y (Λ) and x1 6∈ Y (Λ) then
B(Λ, x0 , x1 ) = 0.
– For every honestly chosen Λ ∈ M and every x0 , x1 , if there exists b such
that xb ∈ L(Λ) and x1−b ∈ support(A(Λ, xb )), then B(Λ, x0 , x1 ) = 1.
For simplicity, throughout the paper we do not distinguish between uniform
and statistically close to uniform distributions. This is inconsequential.
7

We note that [CS02,GL03] did not deal with maliciously chosen Λ’s, and indeed the
smoothness property of their constructions does not hold for maliciously chosen Λ’s.

3

Security of Oblivious Transfer

Our definition of oblivious transfer is similar to the ones considered in previous
works on oblivious transfer in the Bounded Storage Model [DHRS04,CCM98].
A similar (somewhat weaker) definition was also used in [NP01] in the context
of their DDH based two message oblivious transfer protocol.
In what follows we let viewŜ (Ŝ(z), R(b)) denote the view of a cheating sender
Ŝ(z) after interacting with R(b). This view consists of its input z, its random
coin tosses, and the messages that it received from R(b) during the interaction.
Similarly, we let viewR̂ (S(γ0 , γ1 ), R̂(z)) denote the view of a cheating Receiver
R̂(z) after interacting with S(γ0 , γ1 ).
Definition 5 (Secure implementation of Oblivious Transfer). A two party
protocol (S, R) is said to securely implement oblivious transfer if it is a protocol in
which both the sender and the receiver are probabilistic polynomial time machines
that get as input a security parameter n in unary representation. Moreover, the
sender gets as input two strings γ0 , γ1 ∈ {0, 1}`(n) , the receiver gets as input a
choice bit b ∈ {0, 1}, and the following conditions are satisfied:
– Functionality: If the sender and the receiver follow the protocol then for any
security parameter n, any two input strings γ0 , γ1 ∈ {0, 1}`(n) , and any bit
b, the receiver outputs γb whereas the sender outputs nothing.8
– Receiver’s security: For any probabilistic polynomial-time adversary Ŝ, executing the sender’s part, for any security parameter n, and for any auxiliary
input z of size polynomial in n, the view that Ŝ(z) sees when the receiver
tries to obtain the first message is computationally indistinguishable from the
view it sees when the receiver tries to obtain the second message. That is,
c

{viewŜ (Ŝ(z), R(1n , 0))}n,z ≡ {viewŜ (Ŝ(z), R(1n , 1))}n,z
– Sender’s security: For any deterministic (not necessarily polynomial-time)
adversary R̂, executing the receiver’s part, for any security parameter n, for
any auxiliary input z of size polynomial in n, and for any γ0 , γ1 ∈ {0, 1}`(n) ,
there exists a bit b such that for every ψ ∈ {0, 1}`(n) , the view of R̂(z) when
interacting with S(1n , γb , ψ), and the view of R̂(z) when interacting with
S(1n , γ0 , γ1 ), are statistically indistinguishable.9 That is,
s

{viewR̂ (S(1n , γ0 , γ1 ), R̂(z))}n,γ0 ,γ1 ,z ≡ {viewR̂ (S(1n , γb , ψ), R̂(z))}n,γb ,ψ,z
Note that Definition 5 (similarly to the definitions in [DHRS04,NP01]) departs from the traditional, simulation based, definition in that it handles the
security of the sender and of the receiver separately. This results in a somewhat weaker security guarantee, with the main drawback being that neither the
8
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This condition is also referred to as the completeness condition.
We abuse notation by letting S(1n , γb , ψ) denote S(1n , γ0 , ψ) if b = 0, and letting it
denote S(1n , ψ, γ1 ) if b = 1.

sender nor the receiver are actually guaranteed to “know” their own input. (This
is unavoidable in two message protocols using “standard” techniques).
It is easy to show that Definition 5 implies simulatability for semi honest
adversaries (the proof is omitted due to lack of space). More importantly, Definition 5 also gives meaningful security guarantees in face of malicious participants.
In the case of a malicious sender, the guarantee is that the damage incurred by
malicious participation is limited to “replacing” the input strings γ0 , γ1 with a
pair of strings that are somewhat “related” to the receiver’s first message (without actually learning anything about the receiver’s choice). In the case of a malicious receiver, Definition 5 can be shown to provide exponential time simulation
of the receiver’s view of the interaction (similarly to the definition of [NP01]). In
particular, the interaction gives no information to an unbounded receiver beyond
the value of γb . (Again, the proof is omitted due to lack of space.)

4

Constructing 2-Round OT Protocols

Let M = {In }n∈N be a hard subset membership problem which is Y -verifiably
samplable, and let (H, K, S, α, G) be a an efficient Y -smooth projective hash
family for M . Recall that the Y -verifiably samplable condition of M implies
the existence of algorithms A and B as described in Section 2.
We assume for simplicity that for any n and for any Λ ∈ In , G(Λ) = {0, 1}`(n) ,
and that the two messages γ0 , γ1 , to be transferred in the OT protocol, are binary
strings of length at most `(n). Let n be the security parameter. Let (γ0 , γ1 ) be
the input of the sender and let b ∈ {0, 1} be the input of the receiver.
R → S: The receiver chooses a random instance description Λ = (X, W, R) ←
In . It then samples a random element xb ∈R L together with its corresponding witness wb , using the member samplability algorithm, and invokes
Algorithm A on input (Λ, xb ) to obtain a random element x1−b ∈ X \ L. It
sends (Λ, x0 , x1 ).
S → R: The sender invokes algorithm B on input (Λ, x0 , x1 ) to verify that there
exists a bit b such that x1−b ∈ Y (Λ). If B outputs 0 then it aborts, and if
B outputs 1 then it chooses independently at random k0 , k1 ∈R K(Λ), and
sends α(k0 ) and α(k1 ) along with y0 = γ0 ⊕ Hk0 (x0 ) and y1 = γ1 ⊕ Hk1 (x1 ).
R: The receiver retrieves γb by computing yb ⊕ Hkb (xb ) using the projection
key α(kb ) and the pair (xb , wb ).
We next prove that the above protocol is secure according to Definition 5.
Intuitively, the receiver’s security follows from the fact that xb is uniformly
distributed in L, x1−b is uniformly distributed in X \L, and from the assumption
that it is hard to distinguish random L elements from random X \ L elements.
The sender’s security follows from the assumption that (H, K, S, α, G) is a Y smooth projective hash family for M, and from the assumption that one of x0
or x1 is in Y (Λ) (otherwise, it will be detected by B and the sender will abort).

Theorem 1. The above 2-round OT protocol is secure according Definition 5,
assuming M is a Y -verifiably samplable hard subset membership problem, and
assuming (H, K, S, α, G) is a Y -smooth projective hash family for M.
Proof. we start by proving the receiver’s security. Assume for the sake of contradiction that there exists a (malicious) probabilistic polynomial-time sender Ŝ
such that for infinitely many n’s there exists a polynomial size auxiliary input
zn such that Ŝ(zn ) can predict (with non-negligible advantage) the choice bit b
when interacting with R(1n , b). In what follows, we use Ŝ(zn ) to break the hardness of M, by distinguishing between x ∈R L and x ∈R X. Given an instance
description Λ = (X, W, R) ← (In ) and an element x ∈ X:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose at random a bit b and let xb = x
Apply algorithm A on input (Λ, xb ) to obtain an element x1−b .
Feed Ŝ(zn ) the message (Λ, x0 , x1 ), and obtain its prediction bit b0 .
If b0 = b then predict “x ∈R L” and if b0 6= b then predict “x ∈R L.”

Notice that if xb ∈R L then Ŝ(zn ) will predict the bit b with non-negligible
advantage (follows from our contradiction assumption). On the other hand, if
xb ∈R X then x1−b is also uniformly distributed in X. In this case it is impossible
(information theoretically) to predict b.
We now turn to prove the sender’s security. Let R̂ be any (not necessarily
polynomial time) malicious receiver, and for any n ∈ N, let zn be any polynomial
size auxiliary information given to R̂. Let (Λn , x0 , x1 ) be the first message sent by
R̂(zn ). Our goal is to show that for every n ∈ N and for every γ0 , γ1 ∈ {0, 1}`(n) ,
there exists b ∈ {0, 1} such that the random variables viewR̂ (S(1n , γ0 , γ1 ), R̂(zn ))
and viewR̂ (S(1n , γb , ψ), R̂(zn )) are statistically indistinguishable.
We assume without loss of generality that either x0 ∈ Y (Λn ) or x1 ∈ Y (Λn ).
If this is not the case, the sender aborts the execution and b can be set to either 0
or 1. Let b be the bit satisfying x1−b ∈ Y (Λn ). By the Y -smoothness property of
the hash family, the random variables (α(k), Hk (x1−b )) and (α(k), g) are statistically indistinguishable, for a random k ∈R K(Λn ) and a random g ∈R G(Λn ).
This implies that the random variables (α(k), γ1−b ⊕ Hk (x1−b )) and (α(k), g)
are statistically indistinguishable, which implies that viewR̂ (S(1n , γ0 , γ1 ), R̂(z))
and viewR̂ (S(1n , γb , ψ), R̂(z)) are statistically indistinguishable.

5

Constructing Smooth Projective Hash Families

We next present two constructions of Y -smooth projective hash families for hard
subset membership problems which are Y -verifiably samplable. One based on the
N ’th Residuosity Assumption, and the other based on the Quadratic-Residuosity
Assumption together with the Extended Reimann Hypothesis. A key vehicle in
both constructions is the notion of an (², Y )-universal projective hash family.
Definition 6 (Universal projective hash families). Let M = {In }n∈N be
any hard subset membership problem. A projective hash family (H, K, S, α, G)

for M is said to be (², Y )-universal if for every n, every (maliciously chosen) Λ
corresponding to the security parameter n, every x ∈ Y (Λ) and every g ∈ G(Λ),
P rk∈R K(Λ) [Hk (x) = g | α(k)] ≤ ²(n).
As shown in [CS02], it is possible to reduce the error rate in a (², Y )-universal
projective hash family from ² to ²t (via independent repetitions). Once the error
rate is reduced to be a negligible function ²t , it is possible to transform the
(²t , Y )-universal projective hash family into a Y -smooth projective hash family
by applying the Leftover Hash Lemma. Both transformations preserve efficiency
(up to polynomial factors). Due to lack of space we omit the details of these
transformations, and we refer the interested reader to [CS02].
We conclude that it suffices to construct subset membership problems which
are Y -verifiably samplable and for which there exists an efficient ( 12 , Y )-universal
projective hash family. In the remaining of this paper we present two such constructions – the first based on the N ’th Residuosity Assumption, and the second
based on the Quadratic-Residuosity Assumption together with the Extended
Reimann Hypothesis.
5.1

N ’th Residuosity Assumption

The N ’th Residuosity Assumption. Let p, q be distinct safe primes; namely
q−1
0
2
p0 = p−1
2 and q = 2 are odd primes. Let N = pq and let JN be the subgroup
∗
of ZN 2 , consisting of all elements with Jacobi symbol 1. Let P be the subgroup
consisting of all N ’th powers of elements in JN 2 . The N ’th Residuosity Assumption, originally introduced by Paillier [Pa99], asserts that given only N , it is hard
to distinguish random elements of JN 2 from random elements of P .10,11
Overview of the constructions under the N ’th Residuosity Assumption. We would like to use the constructions given in [CS02]. They construct
a subset membership problem that generates instances where X = JN 2 and
L = P (so that the hardness property follows from the N ’th Residuosity Assumption). They define a corresponding universal projective hash family by
Hk (x) = xk (mod N 2 ), with the projection key of k being α(k) = g N k (mod N 2 ),
where g N (mod N 2 ) is an a priori chosen generator for L. In their proof of the
universal property, they make strong use of the fact that for honestly chosen N ’s
(N ’s which are a product of two safe primes), P can also be characterized by
P = {x ∈ JN 2 : order(x) is co-prime to N }. In our case we must also consider
maliciously chosen N ’s, in which case this characterization does not remain true.
10

11

Actually, Paillier did not make the restriction to safe primes or to elements in JN 2 .
We note that the N ’th Residuosity Assumption without these restrictions implies
the N ’th Residuosity Assumption with these restrictions, assuming that safe primes
are sufficiently dense, as we do here. We refer the reader to [CS02] for more details.
Jumping ahead, the reason that we restrict our attention to elements in JN 2 is that
this results with the subgroup L being cyclic. This is an important point that will
be elaborated on below.

In order to ensure that for every N (even maliciously chosen), it still holds
that every element in L is of order which is co-prime to N , we change the
definition of L: rather than taking L to be all the N ’th powers elements in JN 2 ,
we take L to be all the T ’th powers elements in JN 2 , where T , N dlog N e+1 .
As we shall see shortly, this ensures that for every (even maliciously chosen) N ,
every element in L is of order which is co-prime to N , and for every honestly
chosen N , this new L is equal to the previous one, and thus it remains hard
to distinguish random X elements from random L elements, under the N ’th
Residuosity Assumption.
The subset membership problem M.
1. Problem samplability: For every n, In is a samplable distribution that generates an instance description Λ as follows: On input 1n ,
(a) Generate two random n bit safe primes p, q; namely, primes p and q such
q−1
0
0
0 0
that p0 = p−1
2 and q = 2 are odd primes. Let N = pq, N = p q , and
T , N dlog N e+1 .
(b) Generate a random (non-square) element g ∈ Z∗N 2 with Jacobi symbol 1,
by choosing a random element µ ∈R Z∗N 2 and setting g = −µ2 (mod N 2 ).12
(c) Output Λ = (N, µ), which specifies (X, W, R) in the following way:
X , JN 2 , L , hg T i is the subgroup generated by g T (mod N 2 ), W ,
{0, 1, . . . , bN/2c}, and R , {(g T r , r) : r ∈ W }.
Notice that for every (even maliciously chosen) N , it holds that L ⊆ {x ∈
JN 2 : order(x) is co-prime to N }. This is the case since the order of g divides
∗
N φ(N ) (which is the order of ZN
2 ), p and q divide φ(N ) at most dlog N e
times, and they divide N exactly once. Thus p and q divide N φ(N ) at most
dlog N e + 1 times, and thus they divide the order of g at most dlog N e + 1
times. This implies that the order of g T (mod N 2 ) (where T = N dlog N e+1 )
is co-prime to both p and q, and thus is co-prime to N .
Moreover, for every honestly chosen N , with overwhelming probability L =
P = {x ∈ JN 2 : order(x) is co-prime to N }. This follows from the fact that
|JN 2 | = N φ(N )/2 = 2N N 0 , which implies that P is a cyclic group of order
2N 0 . Thus, for any random non-square element g in JN 2 , g N is a generator of
P with overwhelming probability. Moreover, since the order of g N is co-prime
to N , it follows that hg T i = hg N i.
Let Y (Λ) = {x ∈ JN 2 : order(x) is not co-prime to N }.13
2. Member samplability: On input Λ = (N, µ), choose a random r ∈R W and
output g T r ∈ L(Λ) together with its corresponding witness r, where g =
−µ2 (mod N 2 )
3. Non-member samplability: On input Λ = (N, µ) and x ∈ L(Λ), A chooses a
random a ∈R {1, . . . , N − 1}, and outputs x(1 + aN ) ∈ X(Λ) \ L(Λ).
Notice that for every a ∈ {1, ..., N − 1}, order(1 + aN ) divides N (and is
different than 1), which implies that 1 + aN ∈ Y (Λ).
12
13

Recall that for N which is a product of two safe primes −1 ∈ JN \ QRN .
Notice that for every (even maliciously chosen) Λ, it holds that Y (Λ) ⊆ X \L, and for
honestly chosen Λ it holds that Y (Λ) = X(Λ) \ L(Λ) with overwhelming probability.

4. Y -Verifiability: On input (1n , Λ, x0 , x1 ), B outputs 1 if and only if x0 , x1 ∈
JN 2 , x0 6= x1 , and (x0 /x1 )N = 1(mod N 2 ).
The fact that M is a hard subset membership problem follows from the N ’th
Residuosity Assumption and from the fact that for every honestly chosen Λ ∈ M,
with overwhelming probability L(Λ) = P .
We next show that M is Y -verifiably samplable, under the N th Residuosity Assumption. Fix any Λ = (N, µ) ∈ M. It is easy to see that the member
samplability algorithm samples a random element in L. Moreover, notice that
X = P · H , {x · y : x ∈ P , y ∈ H}, where H , h1 + N i. This is the case since
for every N which is a product of two safe primes, it holds that P ∩ H = {1}
(since the order of elements in P divide 2N 0 , the order of elements in H divide
N , and GCD(2N 0 , N ) = 1). This implies that |P · H| = |P | · |H| = 2N 0 N , which
together with the fact that P · H ⊆ JN 2 implies that P · H = JN 2 . Now, recall
that A(Λ, x) = x(1 + aN ) for some uniformly chosen a ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}. Thus,
if x ∈R X then A(Λ, x) ∈R X, and if x ∈R L then A(Λ, x) ∈R X \ L, which
implies that the non-member samplability requirement holds.
It remains to show that the Y -verifiability requirement holds. Notice that
for every (even maliciously chosen) N and for every x 6= 1 such that xN =
1(mod N 2 ), it holds that x ∈ Y (Λ). Thus, for every distinct x0 , x1 , if (x0 /x1 )N =
1(mod N 2 ) then x0 /x1 ∈ Y (Λ), which implies that either x0 ∈ Y (Λ) or x1 ∈
Y (Λ).
( 21 , Y )-Universal Projective Hashing for M . Consider the projective hash
family (H, K, S, α, G), defined as follows. For every Λ = (N, µ) ∈ M:
S
2
– Let K(Λ) = {0, 1, . . . , b N2 c} and
S let K = Λ∈M K(Λ).
– Let G(Λ) = JN 2 and let G = Λ∈M G(Λ).
– For every k ∈ K(Λ), let Hk (x) = xk (mod N 2 ).
– For every k ∈ K(Λ), let α(k) = g T k (mod N 2 ), where T , N dlog N e+1 and
g = −µ2 (mod N 2 ).
Claim. (H, K, S, α, G) is an efficient ( 12 , Y )-universal projective hash family for
M.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that all the efficiency requirements hold. As
for the projection requirement, this follows from the fact that for every k ∈ K(Λ)
and every x = g T r (mod N 2 ) ∈ L(Λ),
Hk (x) = xk (mod N 2 ) = (g T r )k (mod N 2 ) = (g T k )r (mod N 2 ) = α(k)r (mod N 2 ).
We next show that it is ( 12 , Y )-universal. Fix any (even maliciously chosen)
Λ = (N, µ), and let Z , φ(N 2 )/GCD(φ(N 2 ), T ). Notice that GCD(N, Z) = 1,
which implies that for every y ∈ Y (Λ), y Z 6= 1(mod N 2 ) (since the order of y is
not co-prime to N ). Also notice that for every hash key k, α(k) = α(k + Z). Fix
any y ∈ Y (Λ). Since for every s there are at least two elements k, k + Z ∈ K(Λ)
such that s = α(k) = α(k + Z), and since y Z 6= 1, it follows that s does not
uniquely determine Hk (y), implying that (H, K, S, α, G) is a ( 12 , Y )-universal
projective hash family.

5.2

The Quadratic Residuosity Assumption

The Quadratic Residuosity Assumption. Let p, q be distinct safe primes;
namely, p0 = p−1
and q 0 = q−1
are odd primes. Let N = pq, let JN be the
2
2
∗
subgroup of ZN consisting of all elements with Jacobi symbol 1, and let QRN be
the subgroup of Z∗N consisting of all quadratic residues (note that QRN ⊆ JN ).
The Quadratic Residuosity Assumption asserts that given only N , it is hard to
distinguish random elements of JN from random elements of QRN .
Overview of the constructions under the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption. We would like to use the constructions given in [CS02]. They construct a subset membership problem that generates instances where X = JN and
L = QRN (so that the hardness property follows from the Quadratic Residuosity
Assumption). They define a corresponding universal projective hash family by
Hk (x) = xk (mod N ), with the projection key of k being α(k) = g 2k (mod N ),
where g 2 (mod N ) is an a priori chosen generator for L. In their proof of the
universal property, they make strong use of the fact that for honestly chosen
N ’s (N ’s which are a product of two safe primes), QRN can also be characterized by QRN = {x ∈ JN : order(x) is odd}. In our case we must also consider
maliciously chosen N ’s, in which case this characterization does not remain true.
In order to ensure that for every N (even maliciously chosen), it still holds
that every element in L is of odd order, we change the definition of L: rather
than taking L to be the set of all squares in JN , we take L to be the set of all
the T ’th powers elements in JN , where T , 2dlog N e . As we shall see shortly,
this ensures that for every (even maliciously chosen) N , every element in L is of
odd order, and for every honestly chosen N , this new L is equal to the previous
one, and thus it remains hard to distinguish random X elements from random
L elements, under the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption.
We would like to prove that this subset membership problem, which generates instances with X = JN and L = QRN (with overwhelming probability for
honestly chosen N ’s), is Y -verifiably samplable for some Y ⊆ JN \ QRN . However, achieving the non-member samplability property is quite problematic. The
crux of the problem is that we cannot efficiently sample an element in JN \ QRN
for maliciously chosen N ’s.14 What we do know (under the Extended Reimann
Hypothesis) is how to sample log3 N elements such that at least one of them is
in JN \ QRN (though we don’t know which one).15 Thus, rather than constructing a Y -verifiably samplable subset membership problem, which is associated
with a single algorithm A for sampling a non-member element, we will construct
a subset membership problem with many (t = log3 N ) algorithms A1 , . . . , At ,
14

15

Indeed, for N ’s that are a product of two safe primes −1 ∈ JN \ QRN , but this is
not guaranteed in general.
There is a subtle issue here. The above statement is not true if N is a power of a
single prime (i.e., if N is of the form N = pα , for some prime p and some α ≥ 1), since
in this case JN \ QRN = ∅. Fortunately, we can assume from now on (without loss
of generality) that N is never of that form, since this can be checked in polynomial
time.

with the guarantee that at least one of them is actually sampling a non-member
element. Correspondingly, there will be many verification algorithms B1 , . . . , Bt ,
with the guarantee that for every i it holds that Bi (Λ, x, Ai (x)) = 1, and that
at least one of the Bi ’s outputs 1 on input (Λ, x0 , x1 ) only if either x0 ∈ Y (Λ) or
x1 ∈ Y (Λ).
The idea would be to use this subset membership problem to construct an
oblivious transfer protocol as follows:
R → S: On input b ∈ {0, 1}, the receiver chooses a random instance description Λ together with t pairs (x10 , x11 ), . . . , (xt0 , xt1 ), and corresponding t witnesses wb1 , . . . , wbt , such that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} it holds that xib ∈R L(Λ),
(xib , wbi ) ∈ R(Λ), and xi1−b = Ai (Λ, xib ). It sends the t pairs (x10 , x11 ), . . . , (xt0 , xt1 ).
S → R: The sender first checks that Bi (Λ, xi0 , xi1 ) = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , t}.
If this check does not pass then he aborts. If the check does pass then the
sender splits his input (γ0 , γ1 ) into t random shares (γ01 , γ11 ) . . . , (γ0t , γ1t ). He
then chooses t pairs of random hash keys (k01 , k11 ), . . . (k0t , k1t ), and sends for
each i ∈ {1, . . . , t} the projection keys α(k0i ) and α(k1i ) together with the
values y0i = Hk0i (xi0 ) ⊕ γ0i and y1i = Hk1i (xi1 ) ⊕ γ1i .
R: The receiver retrieves γb by computing ybi ⊕Hkbi (xib ), using the projection key
α(kbi ) and the pair (xib , wbi ), and by computing the XOR of all these values.
The sender’s security is ensured since we know (under the Extended Reimann
Hypothesis) that one of the Bi ’s outputs 1 only if one of the elements xi0 or xi1 is
in Y (Λ), which implies that at least one of the γbi is statistically hidden, which
in turn implies that γb is statistically hidden. The receiver’s security follows
from the fact that for every i and for Λ ← In , it is hard to distinguish between
x0 ∈R L(Λ) and Ai (Λ, x0 ).
The subset membership problem M. Our subset membership problem M =
{In }n∈N is based on the one defined in [CS02]. However, we incorporate here
several modifications.
1. Problem samplability. For every n, In is a samplable distribution that generates an instance description Λ as follows: On input 1n ,
(a) Generate two random n bit safe primes p, q; namely, primes p and q such
q−1
0
dlog N e
that p0 = p−1
.
2 and q = 2 are odd primes. Let N = pq and T , 2
∗
(b) Choose a random element µ ∈R ZN , and output Λ = (N, µ), which
specifies (X, W, R) in the following way: X , JN , L , hµT i is the
subgroup generated by µT (mod N ), W , {0, 1, . . . , bN/4c}, and R ,
{(µT r , r) : r ∈ W }.
Notice that for every (even maliciously chosen) N , L ⊆ {x ∈ JN : order(x) is odd}.
∗
This is the case since the order of µ divides φ(N ) (which is the order of ZN
),
and 2 divides φ(N ) at most dlog N e times. Thus, 2 divides the order of µ
at most dlog N e times. This implies that the order of µT (mod N ) (where
T = 2dlog N e ) is co-prime to 2, and thus is odd.
Moreover, for every honestly chosen N , with overwhelming probability L =
QRN = {x ∈ JN : order(x) is odd}. This follows from the fact that QRN

is a cyclic group of order N 0 , which implies that a random element in QRN
generates QRN with overwhelming probability. Moreover, since the order of
every element in QRN is co-prime to 2, it follows that hµT i = hµ2 i.
For every Λ = (N, µ), let Y (Λ) = JN \QRN . Then for every (even maliciously
chosen) Λ, it holds that Y (Λ) ⊆ {x ∈ JN : order(x) is even}.
2. Member samplability: On input Λ = (N, µ), choose a random r ∈ W , and
output µT r (mod N ) together with its corresponding witness r.
3. Non-member samplability Ai : On input Λ = (N, µ) and an element x ∈
X(Λ), if i ∈ JN then Ai (Λ, x) outputs the element i · x(mod N ). If i 6∈ JN
then Ai (Λ, x) outputs x.16
4. Y -Verifiability Bi : On input (Λ, x0 , x1 ), if i ∈ JN , then Bi (Λ, x0 , x1 ) outputs
1 if and only if x0 , x1 ∈ JN and if either x0 /x1 = i(mod N ) or x1 /x0 =
i(mod N ). If i 6∈ JN then Bi (Λ, x0 , x1 ) always outputs 1.
We would like to prove that M is a Y -verifiably samplable hard subset membership problem. The hardness of M follows from the fact that with overwhelming
probability over Λ = (N, µ) ← In , it holds that L(Λ) = QRN . In order to
prove that M is Y -verifiably samplable, we need to prove that M satisfies the
following three properties: member samplablility, non-member samplability, and
Y -verifiability. It is easy to see that the member samplability property holds.
In order to see that the non-member samplability property holds it suffices to
notice that under the Quadratic Residuosity Assumption, for every large enough
n, for Λ = (N, µ) ← In , and for every i = 1, . . . , log3 N , it is hard to distinguish
between x ∈R L(Λ) and x0 = Ai (Λ, x). In order to show that the Y -verifiability
property holds, it suffices to show that the Y -verifiability property holds for
a single i. This we show under the Extended Riemann Hypothesis, using the
following well known result from algebraic number theory.
Lemma 1 ([BS96], 8.5.9). Assume the Extended Riemann Hypothesis. Let H
∗
be a non-trivial subgroup of ZN
of index d, and let C be a coset of H. Then the
least prime whose residue belongs to C is O(d2 log2 N ).
Assume the Extended Riemann Hypothesis. We first use Lemma 1 to prove that
for every (maliciously chosen) N one of the elements in {1, ..., log3 N } ∩ JN is
also an element in JN \ QRN .17
∗
Consider any N = pa1 1 ...pakk . Let G be the subgroup of ZN
consisting of all
elements which are squares modulo p1 . Let H , JN ∩ G. Notice that both G
∗
∗
and JN are subgroups of ZN
of index 2, and that H is a subgroup of ZN
of
index 4. Now let g be any element in JN which is not a square modulo p1 (i.e.,
g ∈ JN \ G), and let C = gH be a coset of H. According to Lemma 1, the
Extended Riemann Hypothesis implies that one of the elements in {1, 2, . . . , x},
16

17

For i 6∈ JN , x can be distinguished from i · x, since it is easy to check whether an
element in Z∗N has Jacobi symbol 1. Thus, in this case we simply let Ai (Λ, x) output
x, to make sure that it is hard to distinguish x from Ai (Λ, x).
In what follows we use our assumption that N is not a power of a single prime (if
N is a power of a single prime then JN \ QRN = ∅).

where x = O(d2 log2 N ) < log3 N , must be an element in C. Notice that all
elements in C are non-squares modulo p1 , which implies that C ⊆ JN \ QRN .
Thus, we conclude that one of the elements in {1, 2, . . . , x} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , log3 N }
is in JN \ QRN .
Fix any (even maliciously chosen) Λ = (N, µ), and let i ∈ {1, ..., log3 N } ∩ JN
be an element in JN \ QRN . It is easy to see that for every x0 , x1 , if both are
not in Y (Λ) = JN \ QRN then Bi (Λ, x0 , x1 ) outputs 0. Moreover, for any x0 , x1 ,
such that xb ∈ L(Λ) and x1−b ∈ Ai (Λ, xb ) (for some b), it holds that x1−b = i· xb
and x0 , x1 ∈ JN (since i ∈ JN ), and thus Bi (Λ, x0 , x1 ) outputs 1.
( 21 , Y )-universal projective hash family for M. Consider the projective
hash family (H, K, S, α, G), defined as follows. For every Λ = (N, µ) ∈ M:
–
–
–
–

Let
Let
For
For

S
K(Λ) = {0, 1, . . . , b N2 c} and let K = Λ∈Mi K(Λ).
S
G(Λ) = JN and let G = Λ∈Mi G(Λ).
every k ∈ K(Λ), let Hk (x) = xk (mod N ).
every k ∈ K(Λ), let α(k) = µT k (mod N ), where T , 2dlog N e .

Claim. The hash family (H, K, S, α, G) is an efficient ( 21 , Y )-universal projective
hash family for M.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that all efficiency requirements hold. As for
the projection requirement, it follows easily from the fact for every k ∈ K(Λ),
and for every x ∈ L(Λ):
Hk (x) = xk (mod N ) = (µT r )k (mod N ) = (µT k )r (mod N ) = α(k)r (mod N )
We next prove that this projective hash family is ( 21 , Y )-universal. Fix any
(even maliciously chosen) Λ = (N, µ), and fix any x ∈ Y (Λ) = JN \ QRN . As
was previously mentioned, x is of even order. Let Z , φ(N )/GCD(φ(N ), T ).
Note that Z is an odd number, and that µT Z = 1(mod N ). Also note that for
every s there are (at least) two distinct elements k, k + Z ∈ K(Λ) such that
s = α(k) = α(k + Z). Thus, in order to prove that the ( 21 , Y )-universal property
holds, it remains to prove that xZ 6= 1(mod N ), which follows immediately from
the fact that x is of even order.
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